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two of these divisions is the circular pitch * of the gear. Circular pitch may also be defined as the distance on the pitch circle occupied by a tooth and a space; or, otherwise, it is the distance on the pitch circle from any point of a tooth to the corresponding point in the next tooth. A fractional tooth is impossible, and therefore the circular pitch must be such a value that the pitch circumference is divisible by it. Let P= circular pitch in inches; let D= pitch diameter in inches; JV=number of teeth; then
NP=xD;   ^=^5-;   D=—-;   P=irf.    From  these  relations
r	/r	1M
any one of the three values, P, D, and N, may be found if the other two are given.
Diametral pitch is  the  number of   teeth per  inch of pitch
N diameter.    Thus if ^ = diametral pitch, ^=yr.    Multiplying the
TiD     n       N	xD   N
two expressions, P =-j^ and p =-=-, together gives Pp =j^ . yr =tt.
Or, the product of diametral and circular pitch =tt. Circular pitch is usually used for large cast gears, and for mortise-gears (gears with wooden teeth inserted). Diametral pitch is usually used for small cut gears.
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In Fig. 198, b, c, and k -are pitch points of the teeth; the arc bk is the circular pitch', ab is the face of the tooth; bm is the flank of the tooth; the whole curve abm is the profile of the tooth; AD is the total depth of the tooth; AC is the working depth, AB is the addendum; a circle through A is the addendum circle. Clearance is the excess of total depth over working IG" I9 " depthj = CD. Backlash is the width of space on the pitch line minus the width of the tooth on the same line. In cast gears whose tooth surfaces are not "tooled," backlash needs to be
* Sometimes called circumferential pitch.

